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REISS Trailo® 
All round genius with REISS Schiene®

We know how to create offices.



A table that 
changes.  
You.

We look back on 140 years of 
experience in reinventing ourselves and 
the world of work. 
Our REISS Trailo® is the next logical 
step: innovative rail REISS Schiene® 
for mobile work surfaces and 
accessories, homely materials and 
individual design.
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TRAILO

Redefining functionality at the workplace
The REISS Schiene® is the centrepiece of the design and the conceptual basis for the 
modularity and extended functionality of REISS Trailo®. It features a circumferential 
metal profile under the table top, which both contributes to the frame statics and 
ensures flexibility in the horizontal directionn. This allows the table to be extended in 
many ways. A trolley, which can be stored in the rail, serves as a support element for 
portable add-on elements and accessories.

Flexible systems
With its modularity, REISS Trailo® provides innumerable options for setting up 
workspaces. Thanks to REISS Schiene®, flexibility and mobility are no longer limited 
to height adjustment. They also extend to the horizontal level, creating new options 
to extend your personal workspace. In addition, REISS Trailo® offers ergonomics, 
more function and countless design options using different materials and add-ons.

Make workplaces homely 
with fleece
The cable outlets,modesty 
panels and cable ducts made of 
Formfleece emphasise the modern 
product design. In addition, the 
polyester fibre fleece provides 
maximum dimensional stability, 
temperature resistance, and a 
pleasant felt feel. 

Customise your workspaces
Different frame types, from the four-legged table to the height-adjustable 
T-legged table, table tops in various shapes and sizes, as well as a wide 
selection of colours and décors offer you creative freedom in setting up 
functional yet incredibly customised workspaces.

Extend the functionality of workspaces
Movement takes on a whole new dimension with REISS Trailo®. Mobile add-on elements and accessories can be easily 
pushed into position on the REISS Schiene® and extend your workspace both horizontally and vertically.
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TRAILO

Showroom
With a wide range of variants and functional features, colours and materials, REISS Trailo® 
allows you to customise your workplace and, at the same time, ensures a harmonious 
concept for the most diverse office spaces.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT RANGES:
 I Fixed height in the sitting range and as a high table for the central zones of the office, 740 mm and 

 1,100 mm respectively   
 I Height-adjustable in the sitting range, 650–850 mm
 I Motorised height-adjustable in the stand-sit range 650–1,250 mm
 I Lift quick adjustment for single-column desks, 680–1,120 mm
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TRAILO

Changes the way 
you work.

REISS Trailo® gives workspaces a whole new look and feel. 
The harmonious shapes of the work desks create a homely ambience 
and the smart accessory solutions make working a pleasure.
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TRAILO

Fixed height

740 mm
 
Height adjustable

650–850 mm
 
Motorised height adjustment 
(REISS Trailo® T only)

650–1,250 mm

AT A GLANCE

 I Different frame legs: REISS Trailo® S/D/R/T
 I REISS Trailo® T optionally with motorised height adjustment 
 I Wide range of accessories and add-ons, both fixed and mobile
 I Optionally with sliding table top
 I Max. load capacity: T-legged desk – 100 kg, four-legged desk – 80 kg

The tray provides additional storage space 
on the table and can be easily moved 

around the table using the trolley. 

Individual development.
The REISS Trailo® desks are available as a 4-legged variant with three different leg shapes or as a T-legged variant. 
Thus you can set up a table that suits you – as REISS Trailo® S with four round legs made of genuine wood, in the R 
variant with four legs made of round tubes, with the elegant D leg or with a T leg having two leg extensions. 
The REISS Schiene® allows you, for example, to attach an acoustic baffle or a tray for placing documents to the table 
and thus expand your workspace. The trick is to just push the acoustic baffle or the tray to the position where it is 
needed at the moment. 

And if you want to experience this new work environment at home as well, you will certainly find your favourite table 
also as a home office variant.
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TRAILO

Opens new
perspectives.

The high tables REISS Trailo® high are highly versatile. As separate meeting points in open-
plan offices, they allow you and your colleagues to have spontaneous stand-up meetings 
and to exchange ideas in a relaxed atmosphere. At the same time, they also serve as perfect 
temporary workspaces that  spark new creativity.
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TRAILO

Fixed height

1,100 mm

AT A GLANCE

 I Different frame legs: REISS Trailo® S/D

 I Ergonomic foot rest

 I Electrification options with sockets, USB ports or Qi charger

 I Optional stand-alone acoustic baffle

 I Max. load capacity: 50 kg 

Communication at eye level.
A comfortable position and a new perspective create space for creative brainstorming, new 
approaches and open communication.

REISS Trailo® high blends perfectly into the office design and comes with various electrification 
options. This makes it easy to connect laptops or meeting equipment to the table. You can also use 
a stand-alone acoustic baffle to define individual zones and set up an individual workplace if you 
want to work in a different position.

You can position the acoustic baffle the way you need it. 
And if you want to exchange ideas in a large group, you 

can just take it off the table.
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TRAILO

Pushes your
teamwork.

With the REISS Trailo® bench solutions you can create customised workspaces for up to six 
colleagues to work together on projects. Combine fixed and flexible workstations so that 
colleagues who travel a lot or work in a home office can also join you in the office. 

If you basically work flexibly from anywhere, then the bench solutions provide the option of 
setting up the workspace in a minimalist way for joint office days with creative exchange of 
ideas.
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TRAILO

AT A GLANCE

 I Different frame legs: REISS Trailo® S/D/R

 I With sliding table tops

 I Optional extension via acoustic baffle with organisational aids

 I Electrification option with sockets, USB ports or Qi charger 

 I Max. load capacity: 80 kg per table top

One for all.
The team workstations of the REISS Trailo® bench solutions promote working together and at the 
same time provide options for separation and isolation. Acoustic baffles can be used to create 
individual spaces and creative zones. Acoustic baffle add-ons help organise the workplace. And well 
laid out electrical sockets make it easier to power your devices.

Fixed height

740 mm

You can also use the multi-purpose clamp to conveniently hang your 
bag or backpack. This keeps them close at hand and they do not have 
to be placed on the floor.
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TRAILO

Improves your
work-life balance.

REISS Trailo® connects your home with your work without being intrusive. Thanks to the 
homely design, modern décors and colours, your workstation integrates perfectly into your 
living space and makes working a pleasure.
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TRAILO

AT A GLANCE

 I Different frame legs: REISS Trailo® S/D/R/T desks

 I REISS Trailo® S home with genuine wooden legs

 I Optionally with sliding table tops

 I Optionally with electrification

 I Optional extension via acoustic baffles with organisational aids

 I Max. load capacity: 80 kg 

Are you looking for a design that can be used for both work and living? With REISS Trailo® S, 
you’ll find a variety of tables in different sizes that allow you to work ergonomically and provide 
a place to spend time together with your family or friends at a fancy dining room table.

Flexible to use.
REISS Trailo® home fits into the separate study or into the working corner of the living room and 
creates a pleasant working atmosphere. REISS Trailo® desks also blend seamlessly into your 
living space. Whether you are looking for a small variant requiring little space or for a permanent 
standard-compliant workstation, you will find your table here. 

Fixed height

740 mm

The acoustic baffle can be permanently attached to 
the table or flexibly positioned using the trolley.  

The multibox or the headset holder make your desk 
look neat and well-organised.
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TRAILO

Optimises your
communication.

Here you can concentrate on what’s important. With an attractive design and a wide range of 
add-on and combination options, the REISS Trailo® meeting tables offer you the perfect place 
for constructive meetings, discussions, or training sessions.
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TRAILO

AT A GLANCE

 I Different frame legs: REISS Trailo® S/D/R/T

 I Electrification options with sockets, USB ports or Qi charger

 I Optional stand-alone acoustic baffle

 I Max. load capacity: T-legged table – 100 kg, four-legged table – 80 kg

Open for discussions.
With its diverse sizes and shapes, you can use REISS Trailo® to set up communication spaces 
for the most varied requirements. Its homely shapes promote informal discussions and creative 
exchange of ideas. Various electrification options ensure adequate power supply for long 
meetings. And you can connect the necessary meeting equipment directly over the table. 

ELECTRIFICATION OPTIONS FOR REISS TRAILO®

 I Cable ducts, cable outlets

 I EVOLine One and Circle 80, 230 V and USB A/C

 I EVOline Qi for wireless charging

 I Electrical modules with 230 V connections and USB A/C

Neat and well-organised – the centrally positioned 
cable duct makes it extremely easy to route the cables 
for supplying power to the REISS Trailo® meeting tables. 
The cable duct is suspended using two wire ropes and 
thus provides quick access to the connections at all 
times.

Fixed height

740 mm
 
Height adjustable

650–850 mm
 
Motorised height adjustment 
(REISS Trailo® T only)

650–1,250 mm
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TRAILO

Defines your
perspective.

REISS Trailo® One is a fully-fledged table and a perfect complement to all other REISS Trailo® 
models at the same time. Without the REISS Schiene® feature it is almost an outsider, but with 
its unusual shapes it fits perfectly into the REISS Trailo® work environment. The slightly different 
one for your home office, for your meeting corner, the lounge, or as a temporary workstation.
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TRAILO

AT A GLANCE

 I Single column table with round column (Ø 70 mm)

 I Optionally with integrated electrification

 I With castor for easy positioning in the room

 I Max. load capacity: 15 kg 

In the home office, as a lectern, for the coffee break or in the training 
room – REISS Trailo® One always looks impressive.

Convincing in every form.
With its curved design in the shape of a heart and kidney, REISS Trailo® One convinces in various 
situations. Thanks to its compact size, it can be integrated in many places when designing the 
interior. With a castor in the base, it is easy to move and flexible to use.

Fixed height

740 mm
 
Lift quick adjustment

680–1,120 
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Trailo R,
4-legged, round tube, Ø 55 mm

Height variants

Trailo D,
4-legged, D-shape, tube Ø 70 mm

Trailo S,
4-legged, genuine wood round Ø 50/55 mm

Trailo T,
T-legged, round column tube 0 70 mm, foot extension

R 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height

T 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height

R 3.0
650–850 mm
height adjustable

T 3.0
650–850 mm
height-adjustable

T 2.2
650–1,250 mm
motorised height adjust-

able 

Control elements

D 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height

S 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height,  

with bridge

D 3.0
650–850 mm
height-adjustable

S 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height,  

without bridge

D high
1,100 mm
fixed table height,

with railing

S high
1,100 mm
fixed table height, 

with railing

Trailo One,
Single column table, round column Ø 70 mm, V-shaped foot extension

One 4.0
740 mm
fixed table height

One Lift
680–1,120 mm
height adjustable with lift 

quick adjustment

Intuitively operated manual 

switch with memory function via 

light bar, 4 memory positions, 

display and Bluetooth© for Desk 

Control App (HS4)

Manual switch with up/down 

buttons, 3 memory positions, 

height display (HS7)

Table tops

Table top melamine, 18 mm, corner radius 200 mm Genuine wood 3-layer panel, 19 mm, with peripheral chamfer,  

corner radius 200 mm

Manual switches for height adjustment of motorised desks (REISS Trailo® T 2.2)

Manual switch with up/down 

buttons (HS1)

Standard: Intuitively operated 

manual switch for up/down 

function (HS3)

REISS Touch, Switchless height 

adjustment with an intuitive 

wearless and key-free sensor 

(HS13)
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Cable duct made of Formfleece, rear or centre mounting,  

in light and dark anthracite

Metal cable duct, rear or centre mounting

CPU holder, can be mounted left or right outside, can be positioned 

freely

Universal clamp with hook for 

bags etc.

Accessories & electrification

Acoustic baffle, optionally with 

trolley for mobile attachment to 

the table or table top mounting 

using a clamp

Option: Acoustic baffle with 

multibox holder with multibox 

made of Formfleece and rubber 

band

Modesty panel made of Formfleece, in light and dark anthracite

Option: Acoustic baffle with 

headset holder, colour matching 

the frame can be selected

Cable outlet made of Form-

fleece, in light and dark anthra-

cite

Tray with trolley, for A4 document size Acoustic baffle, stand-alone

Trolley with monitor holder for 

two monitors, each 27 inch at 

the most

Electric module, foldable,

in various designs and widths, 

silver RAL 9006, black RAL 9011 

or chrome, Ex: EM7

EVOline Qi Charger,

Charging station for Qi-enabled 

devices for wireless charging

Black

EVOline One,

with USB A/C Charger, 

or with VDE socket 230 V, 

or with USB-C Charger 60 Watt, 

Black or white

EVOline Circle 80,

with VDE socket 230 V and USB 

A/C double charger, 

Black or white

The electric modules (EM and EML) are only available for meeting tables and high tables!

Illustration examples

Overview

Fittings

EVOline One Dual Charger USB-A/USB-C, with GST 18 plug, 

colour black or white

EVOline One VDE socket 230V, with GST 18 plug, colour black or 

white

EVOline One Charger USB-C, 60 Watt,  

incl. USB-C extension cable and power supply,  

colour black or white

EVOline Circle 80, VDE socket 230V/USB-A/USB-C,  

with GST 18 plug, colour black or white

EVOLine Qi Charger,  

incl. USB-C extension cable and power supply  

colour black

Electrification options

Name Fittings

EM2 Electrification module, foldable

3 safety plugs

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EM7 Electrification module, foldable

2 safety plugs, 2 Ethernet CAT6RJ45

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EM5 Electrification module, foldable

1 safety plug, 2 Ethernet (CAT6RJ45), 1 USB 3.0, 1 HDMI

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EM6 Electrification module, foldable 

1 safety plug, 2 Ethernet (CAT6RJ45), 1 VGA, 1 mini jack

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EML2 Electrification module, foldable 4 safety plugs

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EML3 Electrification module, foldable 

3 safety plug, 2 Ethernet (CAT6RJ45), 1 VGA, 1 mini jack

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

EML4 Electrification module, foldable 

3 safety plugs, 2 Ethernet (CAT6RJ45), 1 VGA, 1 mini jack, 

1 USB 3.0

Colour silver, optional black or chrome

Cable chain, in black
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Eiche gekälkt, matt lackiert

White 

White Grey

Ivory

Sand Beige

Light Grey

White Aluminium Calvados Apple

Anthracite

Office White

Royal Oak

Royal Maple

Light Maple

Natural Beech

White Beech

Lindberg Oak, pale matt

Lindberg Oak, grey

Graphite Black

Walnut

Altamira Walnut

Nordic Teak

Crystal White

Oxide Red

Volcanic Black

Salsa

Multiplex Beech 3D

in the respective décor

EDGE BANDDÉCORS

Zucchini

Surfaces 

Dark Anthracite

FORMFLEECE

Light Anthracite 

For cable outlet, cable duct, 
acoustic baffle and legroom panel

Multiplex Silver 3D

Metallic Anthracite REISS 63

Colours

Silver RAL 9006

Grey Aluminium RAL 9007

Umbra Grey RAL 7022

Stone Grey RAL 7030

Anthracite RAL 7016Light Grey RAL 7035

Grey White RAL 9002

Signal White RAL 9003

REISS White REISS 05Black RAL 9011

Beige Red RAL 3012

Reed Green RAL 6013

GENUINE WOODFor genuine wood 3-layer panels and genuine wood legs

Natural Oak, matt varnished

Oak stained black, matt varnished

Limed Oak, matt varnished

Natural Ash, matt varnished

Traffic Yellow RAL 1023
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* All dimensions in mm

Genuine wood 3-layer panels: The grain of the right table top 
is at 90° to the other two table tops.

System

One-side oval, right or left  
optionally with wall connection

Bench for 4Bench for 2 Bench for 6

REISS Trailo® One 
heart

REISS Trailo® One 
kidney

Convex Concave

Rectangle 

Asymmetric

Rectangle with wall connection  
for REISS Trailo® S/D high

Oval Barrel shape

* only for meeting tables, split table top

optional left or right
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REISS Büromöbel GmbH 
04924 Bad Liebenwerda 
Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 35341 48-360 
Fax: +49 (0) 35341 48-368 
E-Mail: info@reiss-bueromoebel.de

Member of the Industrial Association of 
Offices and Work Environment (IBA)

REISS is certified in accordance with the quality management system (DIN EN ISO 9001), the 
environmental management system (DIN EN ISO 14001), the product chain certificate PEFC-

CoC and EMAS III.

Subject to technical changes.


